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It strikes as really strange how every statement made by non-jews on specific subjects, even if the same exact statements are made by jews with a mere reversal of wording, always gets through and is considered sane, but from their enemies, it's considered insane.

An example here to state, is how many people are salty over the fact our Gods may influence our future once again, as they have done before, which is truly, nothing new.

Indeed, there are jews on the other side of the isle who are very aware of how their own allied aliens have affected history in manifestations clearly observable, such as how they gave them by global manipulation a literal country because of a fictitious book, and one could go hours and hours on this subject. These things however are seldom questioned because they are seldom known, and because of course, questioning such claims makes one an anti-Semite.

Some people here have been getting "shocked" on the fact about the Gods influencing our history and how they are going to do such again in the close-by future. It's clever, therefore, to start inquiring about the alien subjects and realize that governments, officials, whole countries have been exposed to not only the existence of aliens, but also their agendas, and that this is evident even in the simplest people.

Senators Briefed On UFO's:
https://news.yahoo.com/why-senators-sud ... 0692.html

Trump Briefed on UFO's:
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019 ... efed-ufos/

It appears at this point with all the mongrelization and forced insanity of our civilization, we are getting visited to the extent that it cannot be formally ignored anymore to the public. The public is being prepared for this as it appears it cannot be hidden anymore.
Not long ago, someone posted that head military branches are literally running hundreds of millions of worth of research into these subjects, including ESP and other things, all of which they pretend does not even exist. Like aliens, these do not exist to such an extent that, uhm, you have to guard Area 51 and 52 more than you guard the White House, because as we can understand clearly nothing exists in there and all the claims of Roswell are all just a big fraud hoax.

There are endless speeches by reputable people, whole volumes written, and books, defectors, whistleblowers, ex-CIA agents, all of which contain at least some sort of information of experience from people of all walks of life, others more self-deluded, and others not self-deluded at all (like military pilots or aircraft personnel) who are constantly under the reality of UFO's appearing in the sky without reasonable scientific or logical explanation.

The existence of aliens and their influence on our history and future is known from a simple person who does weed all the way down to the deepest parts of the CIA or the Military in Area 51 and 52, and this is something that is too well known at this point to be hidden again. We are talking about people who are verified of major success, mental stability, and they are not basket cases, if one wants to get holier than thou in regards to social positions.

Yes, military commanders, leaders, reputable pilots, presidents, and all sorts of other people who are of some importance have had the "fortune" to encounter so called "Aliens".

Meditators, boozed out people, and all sorts of other more or less important individuals have seen the so-called aliens for themselves, be these in altered states, or in more normal states of mind such as people who have found themselves unlucky enough to be on crash sites. Despite of all the attempts to make this whole "Alien" business sound so strange and weird, as those in power always do, the truth, even fragmented, came out, and it's well known we have company.

The same can be observed from places and paintings in Neolithic structures, but one of the most blatant manifestations was WW2 in which it was impossible to be kept under blankets. If one does the correct studying, they will find out that both sides were allied with "Otherworldly" powers who were trying to impose their own view of a world - one power was holistic, natural, and was about race and societal organization in a form of natural aristocracy, the other side of the war was about multiculturalism, slavery, and essentially reducing human beings to
ants, for easier exploitation and control.

Even dumb people on drugs who are literally a walking vegan, soylent, anti-nature, multicultural, new age, christianized, communist, unwashed individuals, universal love preachers, all report they are somehow in "Communication" with greys, wear shirts with them, and all the related. The infatuation here should prove that there is at least some truth to this subject.

These dumb people aside, reputable scientists, world affecting thinkers, and many other personalities have written in-depth all the way from how our evolution was manipulated and affected as a species, historically explainable phenomena for which there is no satisfying normal explanation, and many other things, which make one really wonder on if there are aliens. And the answer to any logical person would be, hmm, it's possible, and why the hell not?

Observing modern religions is also quite revealing. If one is sensible, and sees that there is clearly exploitation there and not any form of 'religion'. People strangely going around a rock by the tens of millions, if observed linearly, looks just stupid, but if you observe this from an energy standpoint, all of these people are sending energy "Somewhere", and this somewhere has clearly an alien origin and dimension, alien as in both actual aliens and also otherworldly.

Now, in regards to those who are dumb and are salty over the statement of the Gods actually affecting our history once again to help us with the enemy, and also help us go through a very overburdening stage in our evolutionary scale, this is nothing new. Nasty jews in particular on these forums have been frantic about this statement because they know it holds true.

After all, their own rabbis, as early as the 15th century, have been bragging about how they receive help from out there, how "Meroz" is a code name of a planet whose inhabitants are cursed somewhere in the galaxy by the bible, how reptilians show up to help them in meditation as Rabbi Tzadok said, how the "Greys" are their friends who manage their "Ascension" and many other statements.

Rabbi Laitman who is the top authority of Kabbalistic practice and Judaism just went in the open and simply admitted that the jews as a species, are a species that was put there by "Another world" to conquer the people of this earth and take them over. The bible itself opens up in hebrew with a very obvious statement of a plural "something" saying it created "Mankind", which jews define themselves as mankind, and the rest of the people on earth as "Goyim". As to why this is the
case their top and most knowledgeable sources say merely that each is of another existential source, and that they are from another alien source themselves, than the inhabitants of this world.

Whether or not these are statements of insanity, which they are clearly not, for jews to believe these things and seeing the world as it is, one understands that there is something more than insanity to all of their claims. The power of these unholy and corrupt sources which they praise, is actually manifested, way past beyond the point that one can still lie to themselves that this is solely the work of a few nutcases.

Of course, the above are never questioned, all while they themselves know all of this is very well true. Most jews are not only thoroughly studied on a huge array of matters and subjects, but they also do not have these goyim mental blockages that impede them from any positive understanding.

With that being stated, the above situation is only half to lesser of a concern to us, insofar we have to do what we have to do here, and on this earth. What is going to come from above will come and our efforts are going to accelerate this.

At this point all information and all observable realities are really against the people who are foolish enough to not understand that there are "other" powers at work here, and to avoid ourselves religious terminology, we call them aliens.

And yes, they are there, they work, they operate, and they have clear distinctive agendas which are manifesting on the face of the world as we speak while humanity believes in its own solipsism in that everything is our own making. The technological jumps that have been created and those that will come as if by 'strange inspirations' are not going to be exactly a human work, but rather, a work through humans.

The people who virulently come to tell us the Goyim here that "Aliens do not exist" and call, by such bias and brain-dead closed mindedness, all people who believe in aliens, even if these people are far more studied and aware in every way than them, by demeaning and stupid demeanor, let us say that these people are idiots and they are going to be disproved more and more as time goes.

Google the good company also decided to wage a war on alien websites to like hide their existence and/or disprove it. What is so dangerous about looking into aliens? The fact that one will understand that there is a huge agenda and game going on, and this includes otherworldly forces. One thing may lead to another,
and then people may find themselves confronted with the reality that, hey, we may not be alone in what is effectively… an infinite universe.

It is a fact that aliens exist, now, of course, there is huge disinformation about the subject (A thing which started a lot from the CIA after they were gradually unmasked by whistle-blowers of being in full awareness of these things, and other happenings such as Area 51).

Even to sleeper people, the mere knowledge of living in an infinite universe as it is, the odds are far more stacked for the existence of 'aliens', than for their nonexistence.

One has to be stupid to not even contemplate or debate the idea of them existing, and even then, this denial means nothing.

People who want to pseudo-doubt and insist that there are no aliens, then those who meditate can see a few things better. They are entitled to this. Those people are so insistent that we are alone, maybe they should go preach this at the Synagogue but over there may get up Rabbi Laitman in rage to tell them that he was talking to a reptilian the other night so they need to move out for the synagogue.

Another jew may also elaborate on how 'sacrifice' to some strange alien source is required of said individual, to appease this entity with death energy. Because as we know there aren't any aliens and such when goyim question or look into their origins, but there are always aliens beyond question when jews make such claims.

All of this probably because there are no aliens, lol...

Better wake up now rather than later.
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